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Inference about future climate change impacts typically relies on
one of three approaches: manipulative experiments, historical
comparisons (broadly defined to include monitoring the response
to ambient climate fluctuations using repeat sampling of plots,
dendroecology, and paleoecology techniques), and space-for-time
substitutions derived from sampling along environmental gra-
dients. Potential limitations of all three approaches are recog-
nized. Here we address the congruence among these three main
approaches by comparing the degree to which tundra plant
community composition changes (i) in response to in situ experi-
mental warming, (ii) with interannual variability in summer tem-
perature within sites, and (iii) over spatial gradients in summer
temperature. We analyzed changes in plant community composi-
tion from repeat sampling (85 plant communities in 28 regions)
and experimental warming studies (28 experiments in 14 regions)
throughout arctic and alpine North America and Europe. Increases
in the relative abundance of species with a warmer thermal niche
were observed in response to warmer summer temperatures using
all three methods; however, effect sizes were greater over broad-
scale spatial gradients relative to either temporal variability in
summer temperature within a site or summer temperature in-
creases induced by experimental warming. The effect sizes for
change over time within a site and with experimental warming
were nearly identical. These results support the view that infer-
ences based on space-for-time substitution overestimate the mag-
nitude of responses to contemporary climate warming, because
spatial gradients reflect long-term processes. In contrast, in situ
experimental warming and monitoring approaches yield consis-
tent estimates of the magnitude of response of plant communities
to climate warming.
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Because of polar amplification, both current warming trends
and projected future warming in high-latitude environments

are among the highest on earth (1–3). Thus, knowledge of plant
responses to warming in tundra environments is critical to un-
derstanding the changes that have occurred and likely will occur
in the near future. Ecologists typically have used one of three
primary approaches for forecasting ecological responses to cli-
mate warming: experiments, long-term observational records,
and space-for-time substitutions. The pros and cons of each

approach are well-recognized. However, few studies have di-
rectly tested congruency among the approaches, despite sus-
tained and in some cases renewed interest in supporting primary
research on climate change effects, including synthetic assess-
ments of climate change impacts on biodiversity and coupling
observations with models to assess likely impacts of change on
ecosystem processes and feedbacks (4–6). Arguably, the robust-
ness of these derived analyses could be increased by under-
standing the strengths and limitations of each approach.
Long-term experiments are a popular technique for assessing

the effects of rapid environmental change because they provide
an explicit control. They can be quite effective in simulating
climate warming (7), but may introduce unintended artifacts
that compromise mimicry of real climate warming (8); for
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example, open-top chambers, commonly used in passive
warming experiments of tundra ecosystems, reduce wind speed
and typically modify light availability, snow accumulation, and
winter temperatures (9). As a result, the degree to which global
change manipulations adequately represent real-world conditions
is a subject of active debate (7, 10, 11). The largest-scale com-
parative analysis of experimental warming effects conducted to
date (contrasting effects of experimental vs. interannual tem-
perature on plant phenology), concluded that warming experi-
ments systematically underestimate climate change impacts (12).
Evaluating responses to changes in the biophysical environ-

ment through observational records (monitoring) also has advan-
tages and disadvantages. Time series data have proved fruitful
in evaluating climate effects on biological phenomena that are
tightly linked to yearly weather patterns, such as phenology (13);
however, if interannual temperature variations are correlated
with interannual variations in other environmental drivers (e.g.,
irradiance, precipitation), observational data may overestimate
climate warming effects (1). In addition, responses to inter-
annual variability may provide a poor proxy for biological phe-
nomena that require accumulated responses to multiyear,
sustained changes in climate to exhibit a detectable shift.
Where the observational record encompasses a long-term envi-
ronmental change trend, the combination of short- and long-
term (e.g., annual and decadal) variations in responses provides
a stronger basis for forecasts of future change (14, 15).
Space-for-time substitutions use extant spatial patterns be-

tween biota and climate to project impacts of future changes in
climate on species, functional groups, or communities (16–19).
Inferring impacts of contemporary climate change based on
spatial relationships that were established over much longer time
scales can be problematic as well (20). This mode of extrapola-
tion fails to account for temporal lags in biotic responses, in-
cluding migration, soil organic matter development, and other
covarying biophysical limitations (16, 21).
In response to the previously described critiques, researchers

have called for combined studies that integrate multiple modes
of inference to predict both short- and long-term responses to
climate warming (21, 22). Here we compare the thermophilization
response of tundra plant communities to climate warming
using spatial gradients, long-term observations, and experiments.
Thermophilization describes a particular pattern of species turnover
wherein more cold-adapted species decline in relative abundance
and more warm-adapted species increase (23). We amassed re-
cords of plant community composition from repeated sampling
of historical studies and warming experiments conducted in
tundra sites distributed across the alpine to high Arctic of North
America and Europe (Fig. 1 and Table S1). We assessed com-
positional changes in response to temperature using the commu-
nity temperature index (CTI). This index, a synthetic indicator of
the thermal niche of a suite of species found a given location and
time, has been adopted as a common metric of how taxonomic
groups respond to climate change over space and time (23, 24).
Higher CTI values are indicative of communities dominated
by species with ranges centered in warmer environments, and
lower values are indicative of communities dominated by spe-
cies with ranges centered in cooler environments. If all three
methods yield valid inferences for near-term climate change
impact predictions, then both the direction and magnitude of
changes in CTI with changes in temperature should be consistent
across approaches.

Results
Over all monitoring sites, CTI increased slowly over time (esti-
mated rate of increase in CTI per year from mixed models,
0.0199; 95% CI, 0.0004–0.0382). This result is consistent with
numerous studies showing a trend toward a greater abundance of
species with a warmer thermal niche, a process referred to as

thermophilization of ecological communities over time (23–25).
Using hierarchical models, we found higher CTI values associ-
ated with regions with higher summer temperatures (Fig. 2), as
well as with time periods with relatively warm summers. Simi-
larly, experimental warming caused an increase in the relative
abundance of species with a warmer thermal niche, an effect that
increased with the duration of experimental manipulation (Fig. 3
and Fig. S2). Although the changes in CTI with temporal and ex-
perimental changes in temperature were in the same direction as
those occurring over spatial temperature gradients, the magnitude
of change was significantly larger for the spatial gradients (Fig. 2).

Discussion
As climate warming continues to accelerate, there is an in-
creasing urgency to understand the impacts of current and future
temperatures on ecological communities. This is particularly the
case in the Arctic, one of only a few ecosystems that have already
entered a regime shift in response to contemporary climate
change (6). This urgency has catalyzed a surge in climate change
manipulations, space-for-time projections, and reanalysis of
historical data.
Despite the litany of potential caveats accompanying each

methodology, our analyses demonstrate a remarkable degree of
correspondence for the direction of tundra plant community
change predicted in response to summer temperature warming.
Specifically, we found that the CTI increased with summer
temperature, regardless of whether variation in summer temper-
atures reflected natural spatial temperature gradients (latitudinal/
elevational), warm years within a temporal sequence of varying

Fig. 1. Map of study sites, grouped by region. Red triangles indicate regions
used in the experimental warming analyses only (n = 5), blue circles indicate
monitoring studies only (n = 19), and purple squares indicate regions with
data in both analyses (n = 9). The regions (each indicated by a single dot)
often contained multiple experiments or monitoring sites.
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weather, or experimentally warmed conditions. These results
lend credence to a broad collection of contemporary climate
change research that relies on the ability of experimental manipu-
lations, time series data, and/or space-for-time substitutions to
simulate future conditions.
One potential cause of the congruence of comparisons vis-à-

vis some recent assessments of space-for-time substitution in
species distribution models (26) is that we chose to model a
synthetic community property (i.e., CTI) rather than individual
species responses. This was a practical choice, given that few
species were well represented in multiple study sites. It also may
have improved the precision of the overall estimate of the cli-
mate response by averaging over both sampling error and po-
tentially idiosyncratic responses of some species. Ferrier (27)
observed that models of climate change impacts on emergent
community properties (e.g., biodiversity) tend to yield more ro-
bust results than single-species approaches or the combined
results from many, individual data-poor species. It stands to
reason that thermophilization may be another emergent com-
munity property with a relatively strong sensitivity to climate.
Although results tend to be more similar when examining syn-
thetic community properties, in situ temporal variability does not
always alter community properties in the same direction as
predicted by geographic gradients; for example, the effect of
rainy years on species richness does not generally mimic the
positive relationship between grassland species richness and
precipitation across latitudinal gradients (28, 29).
The greater magnitude of the thermophilization response to

natural temperature gradients suggests that the lag in biological
response to climate change may be restricting the response
detected with experimental warming and monitoring approaches.
This result is consistent with the expectation of delayed
responses of vegetation composition to climate warming (21, 30),
and suggests that predictions of vegetation migration with cli-
mate change based solely on the correspondence between cur-
rent range and current temperature likely overestimate decadal
scale vegetation change (31). In contrast to the results from
decadal-scale studies, over millennia there seems to be broad

congruence between forecasts of community composition based
on space-for-time substitution and those based on repeat
observations. Using fossil pollen records, Blois et al. (32) con-
cluded that predictions of contemporary community composition
based on space-for-time substitution were nearly as accurate as
those based on time-series data; however, even Blois et al. found
that the magnitude of community turnover associated with
a particular environmental driver over space vs. time differed
substantially. We also found important differences in the
magnitude of change associated with a given increment of
environmental change when contrasting space and temporal
projections.
We hypothesize that differences in response magnitude could

be related to lags in species responses to temperature, as well as
to slower changes to biophysical conditions (e.g., soil de-
velopment) with warming (21, 33). Comparing the estimated
effects of 1 °C of warming after 10+ years with those seen over
latitudinal gradients (compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) suggests that
several decades of experimental warming could reproduce
effects similar to those observed over latitudinal gradients;
however, this interpretation requires extrapolating results from
linear models outside the range of measurement, which could be
an inappropriate interpretation of the longer-term trend. Linear
approximation provided the best fit to the data within the date
range contained in our study set, but it is implausible to expect
warming effects to have increasing effects indefinitely. Maintenance
and continued resampling of experimental plots will help clarify the
changing magnitude of these longer-term effects over time.
Effects of elevational gradients within regions were in the

same direction as broad-scale spatial effects, but much more
variable. This variability could be a result of our specific dataset,
which did not target broad elevational transects within regions.
Instead, most sites within regions were in relatively close prox-
imity for logistical reasons, and typically selected to cover a di-
versity of plant communities based on soil and microtopographic
conditions. The variability among sites within a region, in-
dependent of elevation, likely introduced noise into the elevation
effects seen here.
The magnitude of the estimated effect size was remarkably

similar for the experimental warming and monitoring studies.
Our results contradict the main conclusions of Wolkovich et al.
(12), and indicate that warming experiments do not always
underpredict climate change impacts. Differences between the
present study and that of Wolkovich et al. (12) in both the focal
response (in plant community composition and plant phenology,
respectively) and geographic distribution and vegetation type
(tundra only vs. global) might have contributed to the disparity
in results. Our previous work also showed many similarities,
along with some differences, in which growth forms increased or

Fig. 2. Thermophilization of plant communities in response to variability in
temperature over space (orange) or time (blue) or induced by experimental
warming (purple). The y-axis shows the change in CTI per 1 °C. Points are the
predicted magnitude of effect; error bars encompass 95% CI based on the
parametric bootstrap. Bars with different letters (a, b) are significantly dif-
ferent (95% CI of difference in effect size >0, based on the parametric
bootstrap of differences in effect size of the plots not experimentally
warmed). Parametric bootstrapping across datasets (monitoring vs. experi-
mental warming) was not feasible, so a formal statistical comparison of ef-
fect size between experiments and other sources is not presented. Shown
are 85 studies in 28 regions for long-term monitoring (orange and blue bars)
and 12 studies in 8 regions for experimental warming (purple bars).

Fig. 3. Thermophilization of plant communities in response to multiple
years of experimental warming scaled to a 1 °C increase in temperature. The
purple reference line shows effect size after four summers of warming, for
direct comparison with Fig. 2 (8 regions, 12 studies, 320 plots).
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decreased in response to ambient (15) or experimental (34) air
temperature warming. Here we used a condensed and compa-
rable dataset to directly evaluate results on units of change in
CTI (based on percent cover of vascular plants) per 1 °C, and
demonstrate how analyses using a combination of experimental
warming and observational studies can be complementary for
a synthetic community-level property.
In summary, our results suggest that space-for-time approaches

can be useful for gauging the direction, but not the magnitude, of
climate change impacts occurring over decadal scales. With this
understanding, our results support the application of any of the
three techniques described in climate impact assessment studies,
particularly when used to estimate the effect of climate change
on a synthetic community property, such as the CTI. This
intercomparability should facilitate the identification of hotspots
of climate change vulnerability using a diverse array of impact
assessment methodologies.

Materials and Methods
We estimated thermophilization based on changes in CTI value. The CTI of
each plot was calculated at each sampling as the mean of each species’
thermal niche weighted by each species’ total cover. Plant cover was mea-
sured by repeated sampling of both historical and experimental warming
studies in alpine, sub-Arctic, low Arctic, and high Arctic tundra plant com-
munities (35). The relative thermal niche of each species was determined by
overlaying occurrence data obtained from the Global Biodiversity In-
formation Facility (GBIF; www.gbif.org) on a gridded estimate of the mean
temperature of the warmest month using climate data from Worldclim
(reference period 1950–2000; www.worldclim.org). Each species’ relative
thermal niche was defined as the median value of the warmest monthly
temperature over all GBIF occurrence records. We omitted sites located
outside of North America or Europe, as well as all nonvascular taxa, because
they are poorly represented in the GBIF.

To determine the temperatures of our study sites, we used the monthly
data provided at 0.5° resolution based on the University of East Anglia Cli-
mate Research Unit (CRU; www.cru.uea.ac.uk) TS 3.21 dataset (36), with
a lapse rate adjustment of −6°C/km of elevation to account for differences in
elevation between the actual study sites and the gridded data (37). Lapse
rates can vary based on slope exposure, wind, and moisture, but because we
did not have site-specific information on these parameters, we used a com-
mon lapse rate for all sites. For each site in each year, we estimated the
temperature of the warmest summer month. We used CRU data here be-
cause it provides monthly time series, and used Worldclim to calculate
thermal niche (above) because it has a finer spatial resolution.

We conducted experimental warming using passive warming chambers, as
part of the International Tundra Experiment (ITEX; www.geog.ubc.ca/itex/).
To determine the magnitude of experimental warming, we calculated the
mean daily temperature difference between warmed and control plots over
all days with temperature logger data available between June 1 and August
31, and then calculated the mean warming effect over all years. This

generated a single “warming effect” value per site. In studies where daily
temperature values were not available, warming effects were derived from
previous publications or metadata associated with archived site data.

Estimates of thermophilization in response to different sources of tem-
perature variation were derived from two linear mixed models (38). To an-
alyze the impact of changes in temperature over space and time on
thermophilzation, we used plots with long-term repeated measurements
that were not experimentally warmed. We used group means centering to
separate the effects of temperature at different levels: level 1, annual/lagged
annual temperature (in situ temperature effect); level 2, study within region
(elevation effect); level 3, region effect (broad-scale geographic gradients).
Specifically, the model contained fixed-effects terms for each of (i) the ag-
gregate (mean) temperature of study sites per region, (ii) the difference in
mean temperature (based on elevation) for each site within a region from
the mean temperature of all sites sampled in that region, and (iii) the dif-
ference in temperature for each year within a site from the mean temper-
ature over time. Study sites were defined by sampling layout, and generally
included replicate survey plots within a single vegetation community type.
Regions were defined by the CRU grid cell encompassing each study site.

To analyze the impact of experimental warming on thermophilzation, we
used plots from the warming studies only. We used a linear mixed model that
included fixed effects of duration of the warming experiment (years),
treatment, interaction between duration and treatment, mean regional
ambient temperature, and deviation of site temperature frommean regional
temperature. We ran two variations of the experimental warming analyses,
one analysis on a larger dataset in which treatment was coded as a factor
(warmed vs. control) and a second analysis in which the warming effect was
estimated based on the measured difference in temperature between
warmed and control plots in a given study; the former is presented in
SI Materials and Materials.

Random intercepts for plot (within site), site (within region), region, and
year (within region) were included in both of the models. The models for
the experimental data included an additional random effect for treatment
within site to ensure that the warming effect entered the model at the level
at which it was measured.
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